Dental Toy & Treat Selection Guide
Drs. Foster & Smith Educational Staff
In addition to your brushing and mouth care routine, a simple way you can provide plaque-fighting protection every day is to
offer your pet dental treats and toys. These items satisfy chewing urges, and provide a number of dental benefits, including:
Scraping plaque buildup away, lessening the chance of periodontal disease
Massaging your pet's gums
Freshening breath
Some of these items are edible, satisfying your pet's need for an occasional treat. Others are reusable, meaning they are made
of non-digestible components that your pet can turn to again and again for chewing satisfaction, all while massaging his
gums and preventing plaque buildup.
Dental Scrubbies®
These scrumptious dental treats were developed by our own veterinarians with a pleasing firm
texture. Dental Scrubbies help support overall good dental health as your dog chews. Dozens of
tiny nubs help scrape teeth clean to remove plaque buildup.

Greenies®
Not only are they highly recommended by veterinarians, but Greenies® are also a customer
favorite. They are made with 100% edible ingredients, and they contain chlorophyll to help
freshen your pet's breath naturally, while their hard surface helps clean his teeth while he chews.

Nutri Dent Chews
Nutri Dent Complete Dental Chews clean like a toothbrush and taste like a treat. They are made
from natural ingredients, low in salt, low in fat, and vitamin- and mineral-enriched.

Quado Dog Bone
Quado Dog Bone rotates easily for a comfortable chewing position every time. Helps reduce
plaque buildup, and because Quado contains no plastics, nylon, or rubber, it is completely
digestible
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Dental Mint Biscuits
Dental Mint Biscuits are low-fat biscuit treats that contain activated charcoal to absorb foul
mouth odors while your pet cleans his teeth by chewing their crunchy texture.

Smart Bones
Smart Bones offer the hard texture and oral-health benefits of a rawhide chew - without the
rawhide. They are also fortified with vitamins and minerals, which provides more nutritive value
for your pet.

Nylabone Dental Chews
Nylabone Dental Chews have a fabulous texture of raised nubs, to massage your pet's gums
while removing plaque. They're made of tough, long-lasting nylon, and infused with delicious
beef flavor so your dog will chew longer.

Pro Action Dental Chew
Pro Action Dental Chew has three different surface textures to provide teeth-cleaning and
gum-massaging action. Nubs and ribs on the hard nylon ends are great for cleaning teeth, while
the slightly softer ridged middle works to massage your dog's gums.

Flossy Chews Rope
Flossy Chews Rope Dog Bones are tough, cotton-blend ropes that feature solid knots that
massage your pet's gums, and their flossy ends help clean teeth with every chew.
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